Energy flow during Olympic weight lifting.
Data obtained from 16-mm film of world caliber Olympic weight lifters performing at major competitions were analyzed to study energy changes during body segment and barbell movements, energy transfer to the barbell, and energy transfer between segments during the lifting movements contested. Determination of barbell and body segment kinematics and use of rigid-link modeling and energy flow techniques permitted the calculation of segment energy content and energy transfer between segments. Energy generation within and transfer to and from segments were determined at 0.04-s intervals by comparing mechanical energy changes of a segment with energy transfer at the joints, calculated from the scalar product of net joint force with absolute joint velocity, and the product of net joint torque due to muscular activity with absolute segment angular velocity. The results provided a detailed understanding of the magnitude and temporal input of energy from dominant muscle groups during a lift. This information also provided a means of quantifying lifting technique. Comparison of segment energy changes determined by the two methods were satisfactory but could likely be improved by employing more sophisticated data smoothing methods. The procedures used in this study could easily be applied to weight training and rehabilitative exercises to help determine their efficacy in producing desired results or to ergonomic situations where a more detailed understanding of the demands made on the body during lifting tasks would be useful.